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'The Secret Book of Secrets'), is a pseudoaristotelian treatise which purports to be a letter from Aristotle to his student
Alexander the Great on an encyclopedic range of topics, including statecraft, ethics, physiognomy, astrology, alchemy,
magic, and medicine.

Origin[ edit ] The origin of the treatise remains uncertain. It contains supposed letters from Aristotle to his
pupil Alexander the Great. No such texts have been discovered and it appears the work was actually composed
in Arabic. The letters may thus derive from the Islamic and Persian legends surrounding Alexander. The
Arabic treatise is preserved in two copies: Modern scholarship considers that the text must date to after the
Encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity and before the work of Ibn Juljul in the late 10th century. The Hebrew
edition was also the basis for a translation into Russian. The first Latin translation was done for the Portuguese
queen c. The second translation was done at Antioch c. Some 13th-century editions include additional
sections. Contents[ edit ] The Secretum Secretorum claims to be a treatise written by Aristotle to Alexander
during his conquest of Achaemenid Persia. Its topics range from ethical questions that face a ruler to astrology
to the medical and magical properties of plants, gems, and numbers to an account of a unified science which is
accessible only to a scholar with the proper moral and intellectual background. The enlarged 13th-century
edition includes alchemical references and an early version of the Emerald Tablet. Legacy[ edit ] It was one of
the most widely read texts of the High Middle Ages or even the most-read. It is particularly connected with the
13th-century English scholar Roger Bacon , who cited it more often than his contemporaries and even
produced an edited manuscript with his own introduction and notes, an unusual honor. Scholarly attention to
the Secretum Secretorum waned around but lay interest has continued to this day among students of the occult.
Scholars today see it as a window onto medieval intellectual life: Liber Secretorum by Muhammad ibn
Zakariya al-Razi , which appeared in Europe around the same time and has been often confused with the
Secretum Secretorum. It deals more specifically with alchemy , providing practical recipes, classification of
minerals, and descriptions of laboratory equipment and procedures. Kitab Fi al-Firasah which was also
attributed to Aristotle and claimed to have been translated into Arabic by Hunayn ibn Ishaq in the 9th century.
Roger Bacon and the sciences: Proceedings of the Harvard Celtic Colloquium. Regula Forster, Das Geheimnis
der Geheimnisse: Williams, The Secret of Secrets:
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Feel free to reupload my videos on your youtube account but please always link to me. Subscribe to Santos on YouTube
at MrAstrotheology for more works on syn.

October 11, Post by Laura Light We usually try to give our blogs a catchy title. What could be more intriguing
than a book called the Secret of Secrets in Latin Secretum secretorum? Everyone likes secrets, and this title
also hints at something tremendously important. A cure for cancer? The perfect recipe for fried chicken?
Knowledge is power, and this small guide promises to provide the key. A messenger from Aristotle kneels
before Alexander the Great to present this book. TM , f. It was truly a medieval bestseller, surviving in many
hundreds of manuscripts. But it was not a text read only by the learned; there are early translations into most
of the vernacular languages, including French. Many different translations into French survive. The version in
our manuscript â€” early and known in only four complete copies â€” is a very faithful translation of the Latin
that includes all the scientific advice, medical, alchemical, astrological, and so forth. This French translation
follows in the tradition of one of the most fervent supporters of the Secret of Secrets, the Franciscan
philosopher and scientist, Roger Bacon c. Charles V was a good king, and a learned one. And he was
particularly interested in acquiring the learned works of his day in French. He commissioned Nicole Oresme,
c. The Palace of the Louvre, home to the original French royal library. Scholars once thought he may have
commissioned this translation as well â€” it fits perfectly with his interests. Illuminated border, TM , f. It is
small and personal measuring x mm. Was this the presentation copy made for someone of high rank and
wealth who commissioned the translation early in the fourteenth century? It seems very likely. The exact
identity of this mysterious person is one secret that has not yet been answered. TM is one of our newest
additions to the Text Manuscripts site, one of thirty-one new manuscripts included in the recent September
update. For more, see www.
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Supplementary Tablet XV. Secret of Secrets. Now ye assemble, my children, waiting to hear the Secret of Secrets which
shall give ye power to unfold the God-man, give ye the way to Eternal life.

But these honest facts have been obscured by the fanciful legend of the Chamber of Secrets. The story goes
that Slytherin had built a hidden chamber in the castle, of which the other founders knew nothing. Slytherin,
according to the legend, sealed the Chamber of Secrets so that none would be able to open it until his own true
heir arrived at the school. The heir alone would be able to unseal the Chamber of Secrets, unleash the horror
within, and use it to purge the school of all who were unworthy to study magic. The Chamber of Secrets was
home to an ancient Basilisk , which, according to legend, was intended to be used to purge the area of
Muggle-born students. The Chamber was flanked with towering pillars that were entwined with carved wood,
and the Statue of Slytherin was at the far end. Sometime before , the chamber flooded [2]. Contents [ show ]
History Salazar Slytherin disagreed with the other Hogwarts founders about the importance of Blood Purity
and the acceptance of Muggle-borns at Hogwarts. As the other Founders were against him in this matter,
Slytherin left the school. According to legend, before he left, Slytherin created a secret chamber deep
underground in Hogwarts Castle â€” known as the Chamber of Secrets. That Chamber was home to a monster
â€” a Basilisk â€” that was allegedly supposed to purge the school of all Muggle-borns. None, however, were
successful, and the Chamber was dismissed as a mere legend by many. When the Chamber was opened in and
, it was revealed to be real. Openings There was clear evidence that the Chamber had been opened more than
once between its creation and the 20th Century. When it was first created, the Chamber was accessed through
a concealed trapdoor and a series of magical tunnels. The presence in school at the time of a student called
Corvinus Gaunt â€” who was a direct descendant of Slytherin â€”explained how the simple trapdoor was
secretly protected, so that those who knew how could still access the entrance to the Chamber even after the
newfangled plumbing had been placed on top of it. Through Merope Gaunt , his mother and a Witch, Riddle
was the last remaining direct descendant of Slytherin, and he desired to see Muggle-borns driven from
Hogwarts. In his Fifth year , Riddle located the secret entrance to the Chamber of Secrets during his research
on his heritage and was able to control the Basilisk as he was the Heir of Slytherin. Riddle turned the Basilisk
loose on the school and injured many. Hogwarts was due to be closed, which upset Riddle, who did not want
to return to the Muggle Orphanage in which he was raised. He framed fellow student Rubeus Hagrid , who had
concealed a pet Acromantula named Aragog. Riddle convinced the Headmaster at the time, Armando Dippet ,
that Aragog was the monster that had terrorised the school. Hagrid was wrongfully expelled, and Riddle
received an engraved Trophy for Special Services to the School. Tom Riddle splitting his soul for the first
time at the age of sixteen after the murder of Myrtle Albus Dumbledore , then Transfiguration Professor ,
distrusted Riddle and kept a close watch on him after that. The diary was also made a Horcrux an object that
holds the user immortal with the murder of Myrtle. At some point between the death of Myrtle and the school
year, the Chamber flooded under unknown circumstances. Towering stone pillars entwined with more
serpents, rose to a ceiling lost in darkness, casting long, black shadows through the odd, greenish gloom that
filled the place" â€”Description of the Chamber [src] The Writing on the Wall The Chamber was re-opened in
when the bewitched Diary of Tom Riddle manipulated and controlled Ginny Weasley , a Gryffindor First year
who had got hold of the diary through Lucius Malfoy , who slipped it in her cauldron when he viewed her
other spellbooks at Flourish and Blotts , and fell under its influence. The first message read: Enemies of the
heir, beware. They were later restored to their proper states through the use of Mandrake Restorative Draught.
Fortunately, that time, no one was killed. On 29 May , , Ginny was taken down to the Chamber to die, while
Riddle intended to feed off her life force in order to become fully alive again. A near-dead Ginny lay nearby,
whose life force was slowly being drained. As Ginny grew weaker, Riddle grew stronger. Riddle then revealed
that he was, in fact, Lord Voldemort rearranging the letters of his name from "Tom Marvolo Riddle" to "I am
Lord Voldemort" and then summoned the Basilisk. As Harry impaled the Basilisk, a fang stabbed into his arm
in the process. Near death, Harry used the fang to stab the diary, which spurted out black blood like ink, and
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the memory of Riddle preserved in it was destroyed. Entrance "Next second, the sink began to move. A
corridor may be entered by giving the command of: The engraved snake was on a tap over one of the sinks.
The snake twisted, which made the other snakes go back. According to Myrtle, the tap had never worked. A
passage opened from the sink that lead to a corridor, which Harry and Ron opened in and , respectively.
Corridor of Secrets The Entrance to the Chamber of Secrets at the end of the Corridor That corridor was a
passageway that lead to the door of the Chamber. She was unable to speak Parseltongue afterwards, but Riddle
probably told her what to say. In the book, it said that Filch could not get the messages written by Ginny off
the wall. It was unknown if he ever did, and it was not mentioned since. Tom Riddle opened the Chamber of
Secrets in June , but it was unknown precisely which day, possibly the same day that he caught Hagrid from
talking with Aragog 13th June or the day before. As Myrtle recalled, they took "hours and hours" to find her
body. In Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Also, Voldemort caused the Chamber to flood and nearly kill
them, and that was the scene when they kissed. The Chamber had a green hue in the film adaptation of Harry
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets , but in the second part of the film adaptation of Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows , its hue was blue. In The Deathly Hallows: Part 2, the snake head statues in the Chamber
appeared to be more worn than in The Chamber Of Secrets, and had slightly bigger eyes. Part 2 videogame ,
the Chamber was recreated inaccurately. It had miles of caves, tunnels, and doors inbetween the bone pit and
the actual Chamber. The Chamber was also shown to be behind an ordinary metal door rather than the unique
one in the films, and there was a ramp to get down into the Chamber rather than a ladder. In Harry Potter Page
to Screen: The second door into the actual Chamber in the film The entrance to the Chamber was also different
in the film, as the sinks were lined up in a circular formation, which all spread open when spoken in
Parseltongue, and the sink with the engraved snake slides down, leading to a massive hole in the floor for the
entrants to jump in. Bonnie Wright Ginny Weasley , said that when shooting for the scene in the Chamber of
Secrets, the floor was so cold, there were hot water bottles in her clothes. In the PS1 Version , the Chamber
was divided into several corridors, which lead to a penultimate chamber with four connecting chambers, two
on either side. They contained small Trolls , animated Suits of armour , giant Slugs and Rats. Harry must also
duel with Lockhart before he loses his memory.
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When the Sultan of the Awliya writes a book titled "Secret of Secrets" its unsurprising that it might be a bit hard to
understand for the uninitiated. So it's definitely not a book I would recommend for the beginner. I found the description of
the relation between the Shari'a, Tariqa, and Haqiqa very enlightening.

Buku pertama saya di Subhanallah membaca sebuah kitab benar-benar menampar diri. Betapa miskinnya
saya, betapa tidak berilmunya saya. Selama ini saya hanyalah mengejar yang di permukaan dan tidaklah
mengejar lapis tertinggi dari segala hal. Buku ini mengulas banyak ayat dengan tafsir seorang sufi dimana
kecintaan kepada Allah membuatnya membuat al-Quran benar-benar selayaknya surat cinta, memberikan
kesegaran jiwa. Segala macam ibadah ki Buku pertama saya di Segala macam ibadah kita dibahas satu demi
satu mulai dari shalat, sedekah dan naik haji. Apa yang dilakukan para alim ulama dan orang-orang di
tingkatan-tingkatan di bawahnya dalam ibadah tersebut. Buku ini juga berulang kali mengingatkan bahwa
seorang kekasih Allah pun adalah manusia yang merupakan percampuran sifat yang berlawanan dari Allah.
Sifat yang dimiliki syaitan dan juga malaikat sehingga tidaklah layak kita mengutamakan para kekasih Allah
ini karena yang dituju hanyalah Allah satu. Buku ini memberitahukan pula bahwa kekasih Allah ini haruslah
kita jadikan guru dan tauladan dalam mencari ilmu hakikat dan kedekatannya akan menularkan rasa cinta
kepada Allah. Sungguh buku yang sangat baik untuk dibaca bagi yang ingin menyelami diri lebih dalam.
Memaknai hakikat hidup dan menambahkan kedekatan dengan Allah. I persevered through his obfuscatory
text and got some insight. But Jilani is so much more easier to comprehend. I was pleased to note points of
similarity between his theosophy and that of Ibn Arabi. The similar points were: There are some interesting
points of dissimilarity. Ibn Arabi and Abdul Qadir Jilani seem to differ in their own descriptons of the
mystical realms. According to Ibn Arabi there are six and according to Jilani there are three. Interestinly, Jilani
also stresses the point of having a link to the Holy Prophet PBUH when undertaking a spiritual journey,
whereas Ibn Arabi does not lay the same emphasis on this aspect of mysticism. But other than that a very
comprehensive and accessible read.
Chapter 5 : Chamber of Secrets | Harry Potter Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
An analysis of recent events and a staggering Revelation! See how the Sun's effect on Radioactive decay on Earth is
related to the coming shift in Consciousness.
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The Secret of Secrets, Vol 1 Talks on the Secret of the Golden Flower Talks given from 11/08/78 am to 26/08/78 am
English Discourse series.

Chapter 7 : The Secret of Secrets
Edit This Page. Secrets. Objects of type secret are intended to hold sensitive information, such as passwords, OAuth
tokens, and ssh keys. Putting this information in a secret is safer and more flexible than putting it verbatim in a pod
definition or in a docker image.

Chapter 8 : Secret Of Secrets (calendrierdelascience.com) - Secret of Secrets â€“ Matrix-Five
For better or worse, science can't much help in revealing the details of any particular secret. But it is gaining a better
handle on the nature of secrets generally.
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They engaged in secret negotiations with the enemy. She tried to keep her marriage secret. They've been very secret
about their plans. Noun. Don't tell him about the partyâ€”it's a secret. I'm going to tell you a secret, but you have to
promise not to tell anyone else. You always look great. What's your secret? She shared her beauty secrets with the
group.
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